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NOW PLAYING EVERYWHERE ON DEMAND

VIEWING PARTY KIT
Welcome to the coven, witch! Use this guide to infuse your
viewing party with some serious, sorcerous fun. Go to any
page to find an activity to share with your friends IRL or
online. It’s time to make some magic!

@TheCraftMovie

#TheCraft:Legacy

TheCraft-Legacy.com

A WITCHES MIX

You’ve got the movie and you look like absolute magic.
But you still need that perfect witch’s snack to make your
viewing party truly enchanted. Follow the steps on the next
page to create a devilish delight to enjoy while watching
The Craft: Legacy, and don’t forget to share your delicious
creation using the hashtag: #TheCraft:Legacy

A WITCHES MIX
Before you get started creating your wicked treat,
this is a list of ingredients you’ll need to make your
The Craft: Legacy inspired snack:
- 12 cups popped popcorn
- 2 cups thin pretzel sticks
- 1 cup red candy melts
- 1/2 cup white chocolate chips
- Edible gold star glitter (optional)
Step 1: Line cookie sheet with wax paper or
parchment paper. Spread popcorn and pretzels
evenly over the cookie sheet.
Step 2: Melt red candy melts by microwaving in a
heat-safe bowl for 20 second intervals until melted
and smooth. Drizzle over popcorn and pretzel mix.
Step 3: Melt white chocolate in the same manner
and drizzle over the melted red candy, popcorn,
and pretzels.
Step 4: Before the white chocolate dries, sprinkle
edible glitter over everything for a bewitching
sparkle. Oh, and don’t forget to share your creation
using: #TheCraft:Legacy

WHICH WITCH ARE YOU?
Which witch are you most like? Look deep into your soul,
seek out your realest answers, and discover what role you
will play in your chosen coven on the following page. Share
and compare your results using: #TheCraft:Legacy

WHICH WITCH ARE YOU?

To find out who you’re most like, circle all the words that best fit
your personality. The row with the most circled is your match.
WEST

SOUTH

NORTH

EAST

COURAGE

CUNNING

CAREFUL
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SUNSTONE
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HARD
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RAVEN

SNAKE

SPIDER

SCORPION

ANGER

LOVE

LUST

SPITE

REVENGE

REGRET

REMORSE

RETALIATION

Lily:
Quiet but fierce,
a lover and
a fighter

Tabby:
Empowered and
chill, who exudes
confidence

Lourdes:
Fierce, strong,
and holds
a grudge

Frankie:
Exuberant and
self-assured, loyal
to loved ones

In partnership with

WITCHING HOUR NAILS
It’s time to show the world just how magical you are with this Cirque Colors
x The Craft: Legacy elemental nail look! Follow these steps to learn the secret
to making your own mystical masterpiece. Once you’ve finished, share your
witchy style with covens everywhere using: #TheCraft:Legacy
Inspired by each character’s spiritual element:
Air (Frankie), Water (Lily) , Earth (Lourdes)
and Fire (Tabby), this nail tutorial will
make your own witch coven come alive
on your fingernails.
Step 1: Apply base coat (not included).
Step 2: Alternate applying Embers, Light
as a Feather, Moon Water, and Wild Earth.
Step 3: Apply 2-3 thin coats of nail polish
per nail and use in any order you’d like.
Step 4: Finish up the look with a top coat
and let the ritual begin!

P R I N ,T , P O S E

AND POST

Before, during or after watching The Craft: Legacy print this
page, trim it, snap a pic and share it using:
#TheCraft:Legacy

